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First of all, I’d like to mention that there has been a change in co-chairs, from Sue 

Wartzok to Elaine Winske, both from Florida International University.  Thanks Sue!  It’s 

been a real pleasure working with you and I look forward to co-chairing the 

Subcommittee with Elaine.     

 

In the last paragraph of the 2007 report to SULIG, the Subcommittee expressed concern 

over the way the Endeca software handles the display of separate or variant headings 

causing split files in the catalog.  The report went on to talk about how inconsistencies in 

the catalog prevent full retrieval of information and are confusing to our users.  For these 

reasons, the Authorities Subcommittee felt that the implementation of Endeca would be a 

stronger argument than the Subcommittee could make ourselves for the importance of a 

clean and authority-controlled database.     

 

Previous to the implementation of Endeca and the SUL merged bibliographic record, 

many of the authority control issues being discussed collaboratively across the SUL,  

most likely took place within each separate institution and only impacted the users of that 

institution.  Moving forward towards more cooperative sharing of information in our 

databases etc., the need for maintaining consistency in our databases is much greater, 

collectively. 

 

I thought back to an email message of March 6, 2008 from Mary Ann with a subject line: 

PALMM (Project) heading inconsistencies.  The original message had been posted by the 

SUS Libraries TSPC Metadata Subcommittee (formerly CAGER).  Here’s the message as 

it appeared: 

 

Mango now has separate facets for personal and corporate authors.  In exploring this new 

feature, OPAC Subcommittee members noticed inconsistencies in how PALMM 

(Project) shows up.   There are 3 facets for it as a corporate author: 

 PALMM (Project) 

 PALMM (Project). <with a period> 

 PALMM Project 

A user has to look at all three to get all the PALMM records, which isn't good. 

 

Yes, I think Endeca makes a strong argument for the importance of a clean and authority-

controlled database.  This was a specific example related to authority control and the 

need for consistency in the display of headings in Endeca.   

 

  

Indexing: Since last year, the Authorities Subcommittee has continued to use the 

authorities list to discuss and advise, in collaboration with FCLA, on a host of issues 



involving authority control in Aleph and Endeca and has worked on projects, as assigned.  

The Subcommittee completed a review of the headings indexes in the authority libraries 

to reduce the number of defined ACC (headings) indexes in v.18 versus v.15.5 to allow 

indexing to occur more quickly.  We’re currently testing those indexes in DEV 18.  

 

Mary Ann’s April 16 progress report on authority file indexing on the Aleph DEV server 

includes the following: 

a) The tables for the local authority files' direct indexes are set up, I think I've worked out 

all the kinks in the filing routines.  The programmer will rebuild the direct indexes for the 

xxu10's on DEV over the next couple of days. 

April 21 update: The authority library direct indexes on dev18 are finished. There's still 

a little setup to do for the client tables. The indexes likely will be released for review 

Tuesday 4/22. 

 

b) In the course of the work for the local authority databases (xxu10s), I discovered some 

errors in the direct index setup for LCA10 on DEV.  We'll rebuild the LCA10 direct 

indexes as well; that work may go into next week.  Be aware that LCA10 on DEV will be 

unavailable during reindexing. 

 

c) Next, work will begin on the MSH12 direct index setup.  If all goes well, the MSH12 

direct indexes will be rebuilt the week of 4/21. 

 

Mary Ann anticipates releasing the direct indexes for all DEV authority files to the 

Authorities Subcommittee for review some time this week, with a 2 week deadline for 

comments.  She’ll then incorporate changes and corrections, rebuild the indexes, and 

release the indexes for another review.   

    

New LC Authority File:  
We learned last year in May that a new retrospective LC authority file would be 

purchased and loaded into LCA10 on Aleph Production version 18.  The new file has 

been loaded but Mary Ann O’Daniel says they haven't loaded any weekly updates in the 

new file yet.  The updating in LCA10 in prod18 is proceeding, but slowly initially.  They 

want to make sure everything's loading correctly.  Mary Ann thinks it will go quickly 

once the load details are ironed out. 

 

When we heard the news of the purchase of a new file last year, the Subcommittee agreed 

upon a new plan for FCLA loading updates, which now included the names file, in to the 

Aleph authority file.  The size of the names file updates needing loading into Aleph 

added another challenge for loading updates overall due to the size of the loads.  Mary 

Ann O’Daniel and her OPS assistant, Lynda Preston would continue to load the weekly 

subject and series/title updates but would cease loading any more names updates into 

LCA10 in version 15.5 because the new LCA10 in version 18 would be current for 

names, subjects and series/titles. Mary Ann would use any time saved to review indexing 

in LCA10, to test version 18, and to develop authority reports.  This is the workflow 

maintained by FCLA currently. 



April 22 update: FCLA will be purchasing a fresh retrospective LC authority file, 

tentatively in June.  This will be much more cost-effective than loading all the updates to 

the file purchased last year.  

 

Ceasing NOTIS Authority Reports: 

We received official notice from FCLA that the last NOTIS authority reports will be  

run the week of May 25, 2008 to allow FCLA time to remove all NOTIS data from the 

mainframe before July 1, 2008, however, Mary Ann informed us that the reports may be 

available on the mainframe for a brief time at the beginning of June, but certainly not  

past June 15.  As a whole, there was much more concern about NOTIS authority reports 

going away before we had any Aleph authority reports to work with.  

 

Aleph Authority Reports: 

So by far, Mary Ann’s message of 4/10/2008 is most worthy of reporting.  She informed 

the Subcommittee that there had been discussion among the library directors and FCLA 

about the inadequate state of Aleph authority reports.  She said that FCLA had made a 

commitment to put additional resources into improving and developing reports.  The 

Subcommittee is currently working with Mary Ann on these improvements in two 

phases.   

 

Phase I will cover small changes and formatting improvements to the reports already 

being generated in hopes of generating quick-turnaround on basic improvements and will 

include:   

a) library-specific reports -- ...rpt-del.out and rpt-cor.out 

b) general reports -- ...pre-del, ...pre-upd, ...cor, ...cor-brf 

c) load logs generated by the authority loader (p_manage_31) 

 

Phase II will cover more substantial changes to the current reports and new reports which 

she anticipates will take more time to develop and discuss. 

 

April 21 update: Mary Ann is getting a lot more feedback about phase II-type 

improvements than phase I to work on making the existing reports pretty. Please be 

reminded that the development phases are not set in stone.  Let Mary Ann know if you’d 

like her to work on Phase II type improvements.   

   

Clean-up Projects:  

Finally, I’d like to mention some clean-up projects that LC and OCLC have undertaken 

that causes heavy traffic in the authority record distribution pipeline thus impacting 

FCLA’s work loading updates in Aleph.  This heavy traffic also affects Aleph by 

triggering massive reindexing of bibliographic records linked to updated headings.  As 

we have been warned by LC, the heavy traffic in authority records will continue for the 

foreseeable future.  Announcements will be made prior to the start of other projects that 

have large impacts on the authority files. 

 

Currently, OCLC and LC are working on, among many other projects, deleting final 

marks of punctuation from the 1XX fields of personal name authority records, replacing 



the pound symbol in music uniform titles with the correct sharp symbol, a project to 

create genre headings, and creating validation records.   

   

Respectfully submitted, 

Priscilla Williams, UF 

Elaine Winske, FIU 

Authorities Subcommittee, co-chairs  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 


